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SHERRELL CONWAY KEYS

Experience
Professor
Houston Community College

Professor of US History 1301 and 1302
Professor of Texas History 2301
Created clear comprehensive grading plans to assess students' instructional goals
Used rubrics as tools to define expectations and improve students' overall learning
Formulated well-structured syllabus of course content, detailing learning goals and expected outcomes
Maintained website containing schedule, syllabus, assignments and links to relevant sites

Real Estate Broker
First Elite Investment Properties, LLC

Give buyers physical and virtual tours of properties
Negotiate between sellers and buyers over property prices and settlement deals
Train and developed agents on consultative sales techniques while assessing the needs of buyers to
provide relevant properties
Write contracts between buyers and sellers and ensure adherence
Generate lists of for-sale properties
Managed real estate transactions from initiation to closing
Successfully guide home buyers and sellers through sales and purchase of properties
Show residential properties and explained features, value and benefits of available homes
Generated lists of properties that were compatible with buyers' needs and financial resources
Advertised properties to general public via networking, brochures, ads and multiple listing services to
maximize exposure
Negotiated contracts and coordinate with lenders, attorneys and inspectors
Developed close relationships with area realtors and promoted builders to boost referral network
Educated clients on current real estate market and answered any questions
Wrote contract documents, purchase agreements and closing statements
Guided homebuyers and sellers through the process of short sales
Promoted property sales through advertisements, open houses and participation in multiple listing services

Communications Specialist
EDS

Collected customer feedback and recommended procedural or product changes to enhance future service
delivery
Consulted with customers to determine best methods to resolve service and billing issues
Cultivated impactful relationships with customers and drove business development by delivering product
knowledge
Greeted customers to facilitate services, determine service needs and accurately input orders into
electronic systems
Reviewed account and service histories to identify trends and issues
Reviewed customer data to assess current issues and determine potential solutions
Documented conversations with customers to track requests, problems and solutions
Addressed customer service inquiries quickly and accurately

Education and Training
Master of Arts: History And Philosophy
University of St. Thomas

Bachelor of Arts: Theology And Philosophy
University of St. Thomas

Associate of Arts: Real Estate
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